Simple intravenous fluid regimens to control fever in hospitalized stroke patients: a theoretical evaluation.
Fever is an independent predictor of worse outcome in stroke patients. We hypothesized that a peripheral infusion of saline in chilled or ice slurry form can be a practical adjuvant therapy to maintain euthermia. We developed a theoretical model simulating systemic body cooling in response to 0 degrees C saline and 50% ice slurry. Temperature elevations up to 39 degrees C were studied with respect to the time needed to reach a core temperature of 37 degrees C. Mathematical modeling identified a cooling rate of 0.48 degrees C/hr and 0.24 degrees C/hr using a 450 mL/hr infusion of 50% ice slurry and chilled saline. A reduction of the infusion rate to 150 mL/hr decreased euthermia time by a factor of 3; however, the total amount of coolant remained constant. Thus, based on mathematical modeling, peripheral infusions of saline in chilled or ice slurry form can be used as an adjunct therapy to achieve euthermia and control fever. Using intravenous coolants in an on-demand, temperature-guided and supervised treatment setting seems most reasonable to avoid potentially unsafe use of extended fluid volumes and infusion times.